
Related Info : TAK-udon001

Tsurumaru Gee

▼ 21:30 Café Nakazora

At the Café Nakazora you can enjoy books and

music with your freshly brewed coffee. In addition to

the Nakazora blend and other types of coffee and

tea, whiskey, bourbon and Italian wines are served.

Related Info：TAK-cafe006

Walking transfer

23:00

Related Info：TAK-dini004

Approximately 20 minutes walk 

15 minute walk

Approximately 10 minutes walk 

▼ 21:30 Ｃ Bar Fukuro

The sign with the cute owl (fukuro) is the landmark

for this authentic bar. Inside the bar, the lights are

dimmed, the owner-bartender serves cocktails and

food to go along with them perfectly. He has been

in the World Cocktail Championship!

This season restaurant is located directly in front of

JR Takamatsu station. You can enjoy fresh catch

from the Seto Inland Sea. Choose from the fish in

the tank at the entrance for the freshest seafood

dishes.

Walking around the Takamatsu harbor area of Sunport

Takamatsu is highly recommended, especially in the evening

when you can enjoy the night lights. The light tower at the end of

the wharf is known as 'seto-shirube' - a 14.2 meter high glass light

house that has protected the safety of the ocean from past to

present.

This udon restaurant is located in the Marugame-machi

Green shopping complex in the Marugame-machi

shopping area. Curry udon is a popular dish, but others

such as classic straight soup udon and freshly boiled

'kama-age' udon are recommended. They are open late,

so stop in for a bowl of udon after your drinking session.

or

A Sunport Takamatsu (Takamatsu Harbor)

Related Info : TAK-spot007

▼ 19:00 B

▼ 18:00

Umi-oyaji Takamatsu station branch 

▼

Takamatsu station

Related Info : TAK-izak003

▼ 18:10

KAG-mode006
TAKAMATSUCYUSHINBU (YAKANHANNICHIKOSU) Central Takamatsu evening half-day course

◎ Depart Takamatsu station at 18:00, Umi-oyaji Takamatsu Station branch at 19:00 and Bar Fukuro at 21:30

Sightseeing course Central Takamatsu evening half-day course
A full night tour for the adults 
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